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" The authority of those
who teach is often an
obstacle to those who
want to learn."
-Cicero

Vol. VIII-Number 32

"Consider it a great
thing to play the part
of one single man."
!.
-Seneca

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Even Friday's Rain Couldn't Dampen
''The Look of Music"-Carnival 1968
N.S.C. Carnival 1968 "The
Look of Music" grossed a $6300
intake despite some seemingly
traditional rain. The weekend's
profits have not yet been
determined.
4
Carnival's official opening on
§
Friday was delayed an hour
because of a thunderstorm. Mayor
Beirteumpfel of Union, President
Wilkens, Dean Samenfeld and
Dean O'Brien officiated in the
opening as Terry Zabludowski,
Miss Newark Statee, cut the
ribbon.
Prizes were awarded to : Omega
Phi Sorority for the most original
game (shaving balloons) and
Bill Price and Paul Matos congratulate one another at Student Council's changeover meeting last
Sigma Beta Tau Fraternity for the
Wednesday.
Mr. Price is the new Student Organization president, and Mr. Matos is the new vice president.
best decorated booth. The service
The
outgoing
executive board received gifts from the student council.
trophy was given to the men of
Nu Delta Pi. At the float parade Aeronautic Bureau (FAA) would to provide tickets for the tu tees SCATE, commented: "Everyone
on Saturday, Sigma Kappa Phi not give clearance to the jump from School 22, Graystone Center had an absolutely wonderful time.
Sorority won an award for the because the college is located and Presbyterian Center, all in I want to thank the fourteen
best decorated float and Nu Delta under ·the take-off pattern for Elizabeth. Sisters of Nu Theta sororities and Sigma Beta Tau and
Pi for the most appropriate float. Newark Airport.
Chi, Nu Sigma Tau, and members Nu Sigma Phi fraternities for their
The Aztecs and the Intruders
Sixty tutees from the SCATE of Alpha Phi Omega Service club contributions."
Steve Paolucci, ccx:hairman of
provided musical entertainment. program were guests of N.S.C. on assisted SCATE members in
· The skydiver who was scheduled Saturday. Almost $200 was ·chaperoning the grammar school Carnival, stated that "The
organization and development was
to "drop into Carnival" was collected from the Student students.
Greg Young, chairman of the key to Carnival's success."
unable to appear. The Federal Council and Greek Organizations

College Center

Board Rescinds
New Motion
Last Thursday's C.C.B. meeting
saw the rescinding of the motion
passed the previous week allowing
for a student to chair C.C.B ..
While only 3 student members
were present at the meeting 3 new
members were voted on the
board. The new student members
are Don Merce, Paul Johnson and
Al O'Connel subject to . the
approval of Student Organization
President William Price. Alternate
members were voted for on
Thursday also, they being Lenny
DiNardo, John Moran, and
Maureen Corcoran. They will be
considered if for any reason Mr.
Price feels that one of them can
better serve in the capacity as a
member of C.C.B.
Mr. Price suggested that C.C.B.
be brought to council as soon as
possible to determine the exact
status of the committee on this
campus. If the College Center
Board is a standing committee like
the Parking Committee then
according to Student Org.
Constitution a chairman has to be
appointed by the Student Org.
President. College Center Board
has had quite a unique history, as
the board does receive massive
funding from student activities
fees (approximately $20,000) but
yet 5 members from the faculty
sit on the board with a
non-student chairman. There are
presently 10 student members on
the board wo maintain their seat
until they graduate.

Higher Ed Is Dying Here Today

The State Is Unwilling To Pay
Three thousand state college
students assembled in Trenton
Monday for a three-quarter mile
long mock funeral procession, to
mourn the 'death' of higher
education in New Jersey. The
one-hour C.U.E.-sponsored march
through the State's capital
climaxed with a series of adresses
at the War Memorial building,
where student leaders and state
officials discussed the present
situation and possible alternatives.
Representatives from six state
colleges - Robert Loughran
(Glassboro), Bill Price and Frank
Nero (Newark), William Lang
(Montclair), Robert Moore
(Paterson), and · John Newman
(Jersey City) worked _with
demonstration organizer Russel
Puglia of Trenton to carry out the
rally. Nero served as
representative chairman once the
students had gathered inside the
Memorial building for afternoon
'services' .
A deligation from Glassboro
State - including a marching
band, hearse, and casket - took
lead of the demonstration as the
students marched down West
State Street in Trenton, delivering
the caskets at the State House.
The Trenton State delegation
amassed 14 buses while Montclair
arrived in 10. Newark State
however . sent only 31 students to
the rally , including Price and
Nero.
Outside bystanders seemed

con fused by the funeral
procession. One old lady asked
"Who are they burying everybody?" Another, seeing the
near mile-long line, commented
"He sure must of had a large
family, or a lot of friends." As the
marchers walked by an athletic
field, an angry old maintenance
man yelled out "They should
make soldiers out of them all."
Finally the students arrived in
the auditorium. Nero spoke first,
explaining the function of CUE
and introducing the speakers. He
and Bob Loughran of Glassboro ,
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the two students leaders who
spoke, received standing ovations
from the crowd.
Gov. Hughes, the 'guest'
speaker of the day, spoke next.
"I'm on your side," he told the
students, but actually he spent
much of his speech placing the
blame on the legislature. "I'm not
a fellow mourner," he said, "but
rather an energizer.'.' "Just a few
minutes ago I presented to the
Legislature my recommendations
for a $492 million dollar program
for higher education," and noted
(Continued on Page 3)
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_Faculty Senate
ProgramFor 50
Disadvantaged

I

In response to pressure from
the Ad hoc Committee of
Concerned Faculty, a Faculty
Senate committee on the
Disadvantaged prepared a summer
program for 50 "high risk"
students from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
The budget, totalling more
than $19,000 for the six week
program, includes salary items fo r
a program co-ordinator, remedial
experts, English composition
teachers, math-science teachers ,
and a secretary.
Dr. Irwin Hyman, Chairman of
the Faculty Senate committee,
pointed out that although the
budget and program have been
drawn up, no money has yert
been allocated . The main
problem, he said, is financing.
The budget also provides for
office supplies, remedial and
tutorial materials, incidental
expenses (such as field trips) room
and board on campus, and four
student counselors.
Money is also needed to
finance a similar program which
will begin in September, 1968 and
cany

t.\uou~

t.he &chao\

Newark State has

',!e.a.E .

received no

money, as yet, from the state to
finance any type of program.
Recently, the U.S. Office of
Economic Opportunity has
granted $714,409 in Upward
Bound programs for 617 high
school students at New Jersey
colleges this summer.
Fairleigh Dickinson received
$214,265 for 160 students ; Seton
Hall $98,563 for 105, and the
College of St. Elizabeth, $96,774
for 75 girls from Newark.
$86,672 has been allocated to
Comm unity Neighborhood
Development Organization
(Can-do), Jersey City, Montclair,
St. Peters and Jersey City State
College to care for 66 Jersey City
youths.
91 students from Newark,
(Continued on Page 2)
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A late-afternoon view of the successful 1968 Carnival. The Carnival once again was threatened b>y
rain, but showers on Friday provided the only substantial downfall.
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Inside Out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by Dave Lichtenstein

Columbia U.: A Day In The Life
Upon arriving at Columbia
University last Tuesday afternoon
I immediately noticed an
abundance of uniformed police
officers, usually stationed in
clusters of three or four outside
the stretching uptown city
campus. A sense of rebellion was
still fresh from the morning's
violence as I strolled across
Lexington Avenue, unconsciously
finding my way into a large crowd
forming outside Low Memorial
Library.
Careful to observe the
surrounding phenomena I felt the
importance of conducting an
on-the-spot interview. There were
two police officers behind me, so
I politely turned to one. "Sir," I
asked, "how do you feel about
the situation?"
"No comment," he growled
back uncooperatively. I looked
toward his companion, but the
answer was already in the
air-"No comment, kid." Two
young bearded and beaded young
men identifying themselves as
second year Columbia
Anthropology graduate students,
were laughing hysterically over
the situation. After I had inquired
as to the source of the humor, one
replied, "Didn't you know what
those cops were discussing before
you came?" "Not really," I
innocently apologized. "Well," he
explained, "they were deciding if
it was possible to make lamp
shades out of human skin."
Obviously an exaggeration . I left,
working my way into the crowd.
It was now 2: I 5. The gathered
students and strike sympathizers
were becoming over-anxious and
nervous. Tensions increased as an
excited young man began
addressing the audience via a
loud-speaker from the library top.
He was surrounded by an
assortment of SDS members and
o ther radical companions,
signaling down to the streets
below. The young man on the
roof- later identified as SDS
president Mark Rudd (who, I have
also been told, was actually in jail
at the time)-was leading a chant,
and with each cry came a louder
response from the crowd. The
message was clear and simple,
symbolizing the surrounding
feelings of the day-"Cops must
go, Cops must go."

*

*

*

Columbia University may be a
nice place to visit, but ... "Last
night was a nightmare," said a
worried area resident "I've never
seen so many cops in my life."
Meanwhile Rudd continued
addressing the crowd, "We won't
ever be able to go back to class
with cops outside the college."

Faculty Senate
(Continued from Page 1)
Princeton, Trenton, and
Burlington County will be
provided for by a $72,465 grant
to Princeton University.
60 students from four South
Jersey counties will be alloted
$75,597 through Glassboro State
:::ollege. Trenton State will receive
670,597 for 60 students from 5
;outhern counties.

New York City policemen rush toward student protesters the morning of April 30 outsid e Columbia
Universit y 's low Memorial library as they sought to remove the demonstrators involved in sit-ins at
University buildings.

Silently arranging my thoughts,

I had come to the conclusion that

the po l ice-it had no
business-this resulted from the
unwillingness of the university to
listen to the students in the very
first place."
.
A negro Junior Philosophy
Major explained that he felt "The
students are not acting against a
school, but against an unjust
political institution." A Barnard
Sophomore Co-Ed was a bit more
hazy, saying only, "It's getting me
confused and very depressed."

Looking towards the near
future, another Columbia student
said that, "There will be a lot of
procedure and method changes.
Concessions must be made-the
power of the trustees and
administration must be decreased

Preview: The
Draftdodger
ByP.J.
This play offers an enjoyable,
entertaining evening of music and
comedy. The play is about an
eligible young man who attempts
to dodge the draft in order to
collect a $2.5 million bequest
from his grandfather.
Alternatives are chosen and
methods explored but as it
develops only soul searching and
conscience hold the answer and
the outcome of Barry Strickland' s
dilemma .
Glenn Lewis plays Barry
Strickland, the draft dodger.
Glenn's fine voice adds much to
the general success of the role.
Claire Denman does a good job of
playing Peggy Davis which is,
perhaps the most difficult
character in the play. Elliot
Cucker is a strong actor and singer
as he brings much experience and
talent to the role of George
Strickland, Barry's brother.
Georgia Howell adds a big voice
and much real talent as she plays
the flirtatious Netta.
The acting is good and the
roles are familiar and comical. The
music is a delightful combination
of show music and rock. The
tunes are catchy while the total
production carries an air of
professionalism. All in all, chalk
up another 'sweet success' to
Larry Lowenstein.

the early morning police raid must
have involved an unusual amount
of police brutality. Originally, a
Major Coalition party, comprised
of athletes and more conservative
individuals, was formed as a
(Continued on P age 7)
counter-demonstration group. But
the bloodshed and violence of
dawn had changed many a mind
and transfered the allegiance of a
student and faculty majority to
sympathy with the strikers.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS F6R THE WEEK OF 5/12
*
*
*
A Union Seminary Student
I decide d to give the other side
agreed, explaining that "I was chance for equal representation, Date
Event
Place
originally against the strike, but but it was impossible to get near SUNDAY, MAY 12TH
after last night's police brutality I the administration. So I greeted 8:00
Theatre Guild Presents
Theatre for Perf. Arts.
"The Draft Dodger"
now support it. Although I wasn't one of my blue-uniformed friends
there I saw one fellow with his again but of course "No MONDAY,MAY 13TH
Vista Interviews
head bandaged and eye covered, comment." Finally I got an 9 :00-3:30
Alumni Lounge
State of New Jersey
and another with his cheek answer, "Look kid, all I want is to 7:30-10 :00
East Room
slashed- it was really bad."
Urban Task Force
go home to my wife and kids," he
Music Department
Columbia professor Hillsman said. "My shift is up at 4:00, and · 8:00-10:00
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Student Recital
was then given the mike by Rudd, I'm not staying around an extra
and my attention was drawn to minute."
TUESDAY, MAY 14TH
him. "We (the faculty) were
Vista Interviews
Alumni Lounge
constantly became more 9:00-3:30
shocked by the police brutality," convinced that any student 8:00-10:00
Curriculum
Little Theatre
he admitted, "I think the
Newman Club Picnic
College Center Green
opposition at all had disappeared 12:00-2:00
administration has not faced up to
Delta Sigma Pi
East Room
with the police brutality of the 1 :00-2:00
realizt': in several steps of this morning. ''I'm here because of last 1 :00-2:00
CCB Movie: "Caine Mutiny"
Little Theatre
crisis, and many of the faculty
Omega Sigma Psi Birthday Party Sloan Lounge
night," said one Columbia 1 :00-2:00
Spanish Club
Willis 102
like myself have swung over with
graduate, "Guys were getting 1:00-2:00
Grad. Tea
Downs Hall
more sympathy to your cause. bashed and I saw a girl clobbered 4:00-6:00
However, I don't think further
with a black jack. You always see
Faculty Lounge
Science Department Lecture
violence by the police or you will
pictures of such things in the 4:00-6:00
B 104
get us very far."
papers, but you don't believe it's 7:00-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi
East Room
Following Hillsman's statement . really happening until you're 7-:00-10:00
Kappa Epsilon
Faculty Dining Room
Louis Colb, a leader of the
there. And after last night I know 7:00-10:00
Sigma Beta Chi
Little Theatre
student strike steering committee, that a lot of non-radical minds 7:00-10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi
Alumni Lounge
announced "It's all very simple.
Rho Theta Tau
became radical. It's sad it has to 7:00-10:00
Sloan Lounge
7:00-10:00
Chi Delta
The faculty and students compose
be this way, but it is."
CS All Purpose Room
Nu Sigma Phi
the campus- the administration
A first year law student 7:00-10:00
CS Music Room
exists for its own purpose, and
Beta Delta Chi
commented that I "was for the 7:30-10:00
Downs Hall
THAT'S IT." The crowd stirred goals of SDS, but against their
Faculty Lounge
Faculty Recital
with approval as he continued, tactics. But after last night I don't 8:00-10:00
Theatre for Perf. Arts
WEDNESDAY,MAY15TH
"We want the cops off our
think there is any school left."
8:00-10:00
Curriculum
Little Theatre
campuss, baby-WE'RE IN THIS
*
*
*
Little Theatre
FOR KEEPS. Does an institution
As the crowd finally began to 12:00-10:00 Education Department
Education Department
:;;.: _Sloan Lounge
which exists as a murder factory
move, I glanced up at the library I :00-9:00
Judo Club
~-n IA
have the right to exist?", he
roof. Two big signs were glaring 5:00-7:00
7:00-10:00
Alpha
Phi
Omega
East Room
asked, and the crowd down; THE UNIVERSITY HAS
Young Adult Adjustment Group 'F aculty Dining Room
automatically returned with a
NO PLACE -FOR FACISM, and 7:30-9:00
Choral and Band Concert
Theatre for Perf. Arts
loud "NO!, NO!"
more important , COPS MUST 8:00-10:00
THURSDAY,MAY16TH
I turned to a young man on my
GO.
Curriculum
Little Theatre
right. He identified himself as a
Another first year law student, 8:00-10:00
C.E.C.
Faculty Dining Room
freshman English Major. I ~sked less radical than many other 7:45-10:00
him how he felt, and he answered,
participants, noted that he felt it FRIDAY, MAY 17TH
Vista Interviews
Alumni Lounge
"I'm in support of the strike. I've
was the "administration's 9:30-3:30
Education Department
Downs Hall
been in some of the buildings. The
responsibility to convince the 9:00-11 :00
Breakfast
administration showed how students and community of the
8 :00-10:00
Student Ensembles
Little Theatre
irresponsible it was by calling in legitamacy of its actions."

Schedule Of · Events
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Higher Ed Is Dying
(Continued from Page 1)
he returned with the
that he took a "predetermined understatement of the year:
risk" by doing so.
Higher education is not as quite as
"Everybody's at fault ," he good as it might be," two TV men
assured the audience.
removed their mikes from the
"The bond issues can't be pedestal, the spotlight was turned
permitted unless the people say off, and the chancellor continued
yes, and unless the Legislature with a slight embarrased
authorizes the half billion dollar expression on his face.
construction, the people can't get
Assembly Douglas Gimso
the chance to say yes."
(R-Hunterdon) also hit it right on
Chancellor of Higher the nose , saying "Our problem is
Education Ralph Dungan took the money-we '1on't have any." But
stage next , immedi a tely the students were still singing on
commenting "These are the days joyful note over Dungan's
when it is good to be a student." "reception" as they loaded back
Some people laughed, but when on their buses and headed home.

New Social Security Laws
Passed Affecting Students
Important changes affecting
young people were included in the
1967 Amendments to the Social
Security Act. Ralph W. Jones,
District Manager, Social Security
District Office in Elizabeth, has
asked our help in locating persons
who should now apply for
benefits.
Effective February 1968, Jones
said, benefits may be paid, under
certain circumstances to
dependents and survivors of a

female worker even though she and other changes in the 1967
did not work under Social Amendments, Jones asked that
Security for one and one-half you contact the Social Security
years of the last three years. This District Office , 268 North Broad
change provides benefits for some Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey
children whose mothers retired, 07201 promptly. The telephone
became disabled, or died after number is 351-3200. The office is
working long enough to be "fully open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
insured", but who did not meet Monday through Friday and until
the "currently insured" 8 :00 p.m. Thursdays.
requirement at the time the event
occurred. This change in work
requirements also applies to some
widowers who were dependent on
their wives at the time of death
and some husbands who were
dependent on their wives when
the wives became disabled or
The Faculty Senate passed a
retired.
Workers who became disabled resolution on May 6, which stated
before age 31 do not need as that any grade below a "C" in the
many work credits to receive major program "may not be
disability benefits effective counte d toward fulfillment of the
February 1968. A new group of department requirement .. ."
This resolution was offered to
disabled persons may now be
eligible for benefits. Jones said the Senate by Dr. George
beginning February 1968 , Hennings of the Science
payments are being made to Department, and came out of a
eligible disabled widows, decision of a sub-<:ommittee of
widowers or surviving divorced the Curriculum Committee of the
wives, at age SO or over, who are Faculty Senate . The motion
unable to work because of severe passed unanimously.
According to Senate
disability.
If you believe you or someone discussion, it will remain at the
you know may be affected by discretion of the individual
these changes, or if you would department to define
like more information on these "department requirement." This
policy will be added to faculty
policy and printed in the 1968-69

"D" Grade In
Major Must
Be Repeated

Nev, Nancy Thompson Library
To Be Opened June 21st
The move, into the New Nancy about 180,000 volumes, more
Thompson Library is scheduled than double that of the present.
during a 3 week period from June The three floor structure has an
3-21 to be ready for summer area of approximately 67,000
session. The new library will have square feet, and a seating capacity
an ultimate book capacity of of 800. The building has been

The new Nancy Thompson Library will be opened June 21

constructed to be easily expanded
to meet the future educational
requirements of our multi-purpose
college.
The first -floor will house a
reserve book room, circulation
area, catologue area, reader's
advisor center, a browsing
collection and audio visual
services and instruction area.
On the second floor of the new
b uil ding is found reference
periodicals area, photocopy and
microfilm equipment, and an
assortment of conference rooms.
The following materials are
found on the third floor, an
education collection, curriculum
materials, juvenile collection,
faculty reading room and the
librarian's office and archives.
The old library is tentatively
scheduled to be used by the book
store, health services, and student
activities.

NOTICE

The Music Department of
Newark State College is proud to
present The Newark State College
Concert Band, The Madrigal
Choir, and the Newark State
College Chorus in concert on
· Wednesday, May 15th, 1968, in
• the Theatre for the Performing
Arts at 8:15 P.M. There will be no
admission charge and all are
invited to attend.

I

Drew

McCutcheon Studio

Quality Photography"

117 Westfield Ave.
Elizabeth, N. J.
355-4.12]

to incoming freshmen.
NOTICE
For Sale - 1961 Chevy Impala
Convertible; brand new tires, and
front end; engine overhauled V-8
two months ago, power steering
and brakes, top, radio, heater and
reverberator.
Best offer over $425.
Write Stan M.B. 292
or call 351-9581

ATTENTION JUNIORS

Drops

N·SA

Students at the College of
Liberal Arts of Drew University in
J
Madison withdrew on May S from
the National Student Association.
Tom McMullen, president of
the student body , branded the
NSA as " useless a nd
incompetent" and said that the
withdrawal was authorized by a
student referendum conducted
among the 1,100 students at the
1 college.
McMullen stated that a report
Eat. 1923
by the student government after
the disclosure that the NSA was
subsidized advocated withdrawal
from the "politically activist
NSA" , because " . . . it is the
responsibility of the individual to
create his own awareness and
develop his own ideas."
The report also stated that the
NSA's annual National Student
Congress was "totally void of
useful information".
The student government at
Drew claimed to be "one or two
steps ahead of any information
1
- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . ; . . . . . . ;____________, ,, received from the NSA".

"House of

catalogue . This policy will not be
retroactive and will pertain only

CLASS OF 1969

Make your appointment
now for your senior
.portrait.

Call:
R~CHARD'S STUDIO
125 South Orange Ave.
South Orange, N.J.
763-4944

------PERsotiAil

P&SJ~iS If

. Send your black and
white or color
• Photo , Drawing ,
0 . 91. 1 . 11 • Negative , Document
~
r:~urn:~ . • Magazine Pie

205 South A,,e.

.,_....,.,.....,c"-'"_

Westfield, N. J.
232-9233'

$ 37 S each

I

I

GREAT FOR GIFTS !•,
plus postage .

All posters b .& w .
2 week delivery

SPECIAL OFFE R : Two from one
original (give one , keep one)$6 .00
A free S x 7 glossy print of your
original sent with each order . Add
S 0¢ for each return address .

PERSONAL POSTERS

s

.
1
!
t

!

1.

------------

IP.O.Box 3071 St. Louis, MIHouri '3131
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re:~~~~:~tt,~~~
fo: ,I
Ev aluation

"Truth cannot be Jorcetl. but must be allowed to plead /or it$elJ."

students regardless of major or
campus affliliations. A cross
section of the student population
is
needed. On these committees,
11
some of which are curriculum,
In the Fall of 1969 and the library, laboratory experience,
Spring of 1970, which isn't as far and admissions , you, as
off as it may seem, your participating students will have an
individual futures will be at stake. opportunity to present and
In 1962 Newark State College examine the weaknesses, as well as
gained the stature of being an the strong points of our college.
institution accredited by both the We've seen the "Bitch and Gripe"
Middle States Association and the boxes in the College Center. This
National Council for is your chance to express the same
Accreditation of Teacher sentiments that you would by
Education {NCATE). This stamp placing a suggestion in those
of approval has almost expired boxes, but instead of the
and we are now entering the suggestion paper being lost or
rigorous period of evaluation destroyed you will be able to
necessary to prepare a report for communicate your gripes on an
these agencies before the above effective level of expression. This
is important to _ you, as an
mentioned dates.
What does this really mean to individual, as well as to us, as a
you as students? The first thing to college. This is your opportunity
be pointed out is that, had N.S.C. to do something for yourself as
not been accredited when you well as for Newark State College.
were deciding upon colleges you
Please submit your applications
probably would not have applied, for these committees to William
or at least would not have Price, President of the Student
accepted admission here. Think Organization, Carolyn Kochamba
back now, and review your - Box 662, Mike Capezza - Box
reasons. Attending and graduating 292, Dan Frolich - Box 854, or
from a non-accredited institution Georgia Howell - Box 920.
immediately presupposes a low Include your Name, address ,
level of academic achievement by mailbox number, cumulative
you, the student. For this reason average, major and minor, if any.
those who possess degrees from'
Carolyn Kochamba, '68
such an institution find it difficult
Mike Capezza, '69
to secure top priority jobs in
Georgia Howell, '70
teaching o r otherwise, and
Dan Frolich, '71
Graduate schools are reluctant to
Members of the College
admit these students. In short,
Evaluation Coordinating
there is a total lack of esteem or
Committee
respect for the institution and its
graduates. Is this what we want
fo r ourselves? We really don't
think so.
The process of evaluation
requires an extensive report that
must be presented to the To those it may concern:
accrediting agency before they
I have recently been wondering
bring a visiting team on campus. how many students have gone to
The report must be a total, overall our library, week after week ,
look at the college. There are now looking for books on a specific
thirteen committees of faculty topic, and haven't been able to
members structured to make this find them. I have for the past two
report, but they cannot proceed months. I finally discovered what
successfully, that is, give an happened to them.
overall view of the college without
One of our beloved professors
student participation. Each
(Continued on P age 6)

Comm

College Center Board
This past week the College Center Board
rescinded a motion which mandated that the
,airman of the C.C.B. be a student. The
oa rd rescinded this motion upon
·ecommendation of the Student Body
. resident, Bill Price ; to allow for a complete
tvestigation of the workings and procedures
of the C.C.B.
The College Center Board, completely
tpported by Council, is presently composed
0f a faculty member as its chairman, and five
fa culty members and 10 students. The
~.C.B. is not a standing or an ad-hoc
ommittee of Council, but is a standing
~ommittee of the college. College Center
Board now hangs in a state of limbo, funded
by students, part of council, part of the
college and chaired by the faculty.
When looking at the C.C.B. as the
" innocent by-stander" many questions
about its legality, proceedure, membership
and funding are raised.
Mr. Price's investigation of the College
Center Board hopefully will answer these
questions, and answer them in a reasonable
length of time, before this issue becomes
shelved and forgotten like the M.A.A' and
the course evaluation.

Campus Outbreaks
Probably the most obvious truism in
American society today is the old cliche,
" life isn't what it used to be." Recent
demonstrations at Columbia and Princeton,
and the mock funeral conducted in Trenton
by representatives of the state colleges last
\fonday, indicate that university life isn't
.vhat it used to be, either. Mother and Dad ,
if they went to college at all, went to "get
!ducated." They learned English and math
md history and social studies, and reached
heir final goal the day they grasped that
,>iece of parchment in their hot, sweaty little

paws. For them, the university functioned
satisfactorily. .It gave them what they
wanted; it made them happy.
The university today , in attempting to
fulfill the needs of the students of thirty
years ago, finds itself confronted with mobs
of highly vocal students, who realize that to
"get educated" does not connote mastering
pages of notes, but means an involvement of
their lives as students with their lives as men
and women of the twentieth century, decade
six.
The above is fairly obvious. What is
equally as obvious is that the university , as it
stands today, must adapt itself to the here
and now. It must look at itself and decide
whether or not it is functioning as a truly
educational institution, in line with the lives
of the students who are attending it.
The incidents at Columbia and Princeton
are only symptons of a basic underlying
sickness. They reflect the mood of the day,
the demand of the students to become a part
of fundamental university policy. Princeton
President Robert F. Goheen, in response to
the demands of the demonstrators, one of
which was that the power of the university's
trustees be turned over to the students and
faculty, said that he would make "a fresh
and searching review of the decision-making
processes of the university."
The efficacy of popular power lies in its
popularity; when the power becomes
unpopular, and loses the support of the
masses, it becomes useless. Legitimacy does
not rest in laws, it rests in the acceptance by
the masses. The university, as a society
within a society, follows these same
principles.
Student demonstrations should awaken
the school administrations to the cold reality
of the real causes of the outbreaks .
Hesitancy, and fear of a careful re-evaluation
can only result in more violence.
No, life isn't what it used to be, and
universities, it seems, aren't what they
should be.

;ttee
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The Books?
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Marine Corps Holds

Joe Oliva, Sophomore Class President

Conquer The Fit

continued, "that the only citizen
who can get a paid education is a
teacher. Although this is now a
Liberal Arts College it is still bent
towards teaching procedure - we
must place an emphasis on
expanding - course selection."

By DA VE LICHTENSTEIN
For Sophomore Class
President-elect Joe Oliva the
atmosphere of a co-educational
public institution has been
something new. Having originally
attended Valley Forge Military
Academy , Joe has experienced
DRAFTING AND
strictly regimented . military
DEMONSTRATION
education. A resident of
Considering his previous
Maplewood, he graduated from
military experience, I thought it
the Academy in 1964, and has
may be interesting to hear Joe's
served as a sergeant in the
views concerning anti-war
National Guard after a month
demonstrations and draft
tour of duty in the Army. He is
deferments.
scheduled for promotion to the
rank of second lieutenant after
"Everybody is entitled to his
graduation from the N .J. Military
own opinion," he said, "Peaceful
Academy this summer.
demonstrations are within the
JOE OLIVA- "A MORE
framework of our democratic
Joseph Oliva
LlBERAL EDUCATION"
government, and the country
What made Joe decide to
should be thankful that its
attend Newark State after responsibility of every student to peoples take an interest in current
completing an elementary and take an active role in the campus affairs. However, I disapprove of
high school military education?
community," hesitated, "if he illegal acts such as draft-card
"I wanted to see what it was doesn't participate, he has no burning or destroying an
like," he explained, "and I wanted right to complain. Right now we American Flag."
to concentrate more on a good need people - manpower - to
"I don't like to see people
education." Not limiting his help pressure the administration drafted out of school he;
knowledge solely to classroom to attain certain goals."
contended," an individual is just
education, he became active in
He cited two important as useful to his country obtaining
student government while serving programs he promised to work for an education as he is while serving
as a freshman council - an expanded lecture series and a in the armed forces.
representative .
more liberal course selection. "We
As the new Sophomore Class
"I think our student have a problem," he contended," president, he plans to "Set up
organization is fantastic," he - a limited emphasis within the student activity co-ordinators and
noted, "It has been quite a curriculum. What I'd like to see is committee within the class to
rewarding and valuable experience an expanded Li b eral Arts function as an information media,
for me." The reason for political program."
infor ming class members of
activ.ity? - "I feel it is the
"I think it is a shame ," he
(Continued on Page 6)

By MAUREEN KEARNEY
Once again the Marine Corps
took the hill last week - not for a
military victory but in quest of
physically fit high school boys
and a glimpse at Newark State
coeds. The Marine Corps Physical
Fitness Meet members set up
apparatus for push ups, sit ups
and relay races behind the
D-Angola Gym.
However, it didn't take long
for several young officers to
investigate the Snack Bar zone.
They found everything pleasing to
the eye on that front and
according to this reporter, were
eager to enlist in the Carnival
Float manuevers, but it was back
to the hill, boys.
By two o'clock high, it became
evident that Westfield High
School had placed third and
Ramapo Regional High School
carried the second place slot.
A group that called themselves
"Murray Nuts" after their proud
director, Tom Murray, scored
2241 out of the possible 2500
points in the meet. Their
performance , a result of weeks of
Spartan training, took the first
place title for Ramsey High
School.
The meet held annually to test
77 teams from across New Jersey,
tests high school boys on a basis
of test which, according to one
old general , all of his men had
passed in the Marine Corps. The

able Marines set up equipment,
. tested the boys, and packed
everything away as the general
promised, on schedule.
Oh, by the way, the general
advises me that girls should also
keep physically fit as well as the
boys, but his younger officers saw
no need for improvement here at
Newark State.

Squires Down
(Continued if.ram Page 8)

Bob Palestri was the starting
pitcher for the Squires. Bob,
having an off-day, worked only
one inning before moving to
center field for the remainder of
the game. He was replaced by Bill
B urke in the . 2nd who
acknowledged the relief call with
sharp pitching, particulary from
the 5th to 8th inning when he
retired eleven Jersey City batters
in a row. After running into
trouble in the 9th, Al Ramsey
came on to face one batter and
end the game.

Notice
Class of 1971
Congress Elections
Tomorrow, May 10
College Center
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More Sound And Fury Graduate Fellowships
For College Teachers

(Continued from Page 4)
had taken all the books out on my
specific topic and, since they have
no fines to pay, he had simply
mislaid the books and forgot to
return them.
This is not really serious .
compared to what I saw
happening recently.
How many of you would like
to take books out of the most
guarded room in the library : the
Curriculum Room. It seems you
just have to be a privileged
student or speak to the right
person because I stood by and
watched a night student, without
any proof that he was a student at
all, check outtwo books from this
room. And this is not the first
time I have seen this happen. I do
not seem to understand why the
student body in general is being
deprived the rights of having
access to that to which they are
entitled! Perhaps some
distinguished person on our
library staff will explain the
democratic methods behind these
actions.
Name Withheld

Peeping Toms
TO THE EDITOR:
It has come to my attention
(and most likely to the attention
of many others) that there is a
serious problem in the structure
of Willis Hall- this problem being
considerable transparent glass in
the men's and women's rest
rooms - especially on the first
floor. Some may not desire
privacy, but for those who do,
something should be done to
make the students aware . New
glass would be a desirable
solution!
Aware and Concerned
Name Withheld.

saying he's the greatest coach in
the nation , and like all humans he
has his faults , but I can't think of
anyone I would prefer to have had
as a coach.
I know he's given me a greater
insight to teaching and learning. I
just hope I can be half as good a
teacher as he. I'm sure I can say
for the seniors who have played
for him, and other players too,
that one of our greatest memories
of college will be Doctor Joseph
Errington.
Thanks so much Doc,
THOMAS BUTTERY

Danforth Graduate Fellowships
for College Teachers, 1969-1970
are now being offered. The
Fellowships 'may be for the
academic year or the calendar
year and are normally renewable
for a total of four (4) years. The
stipends range from $1 ,800 to
$2,650, plus dependency and
required tuition and fees . The
Fellowships are open to men and
women who are Seniors or recent
graduates of accredited colleges in
the United States who have
serious interest in college teaching
as a career and who plan to study
for a Ph.D. an Ed. D., or an
appropriate terminal degree such
as the M. F.A. in fine arts.
Nominees for the Fellowships
must take the Graduate Records
Examination on or before
Saturday, October 26, 1968.
Faculty members who know of

An
Invitation
The Department of Education
Cordially Invites GE Juniors and
Seniors to be their guests at a
Continental Breakfast.
Place: Downs Hall-Lounge
Date: Friday, May 17, 1968
Time: 9 :00 to 11 :00

NOTICE
Omega Sigma Psi is having their
second annual Birthday Party at .
the Sloan Lounge on May 14th
during the college free hour.

graduation Seniors or recent
graduates who have serious
interest in college teachings as a
career in a field common the
undergraduate college are asked to
notify Dr. Chasnoff (White
House-Ext. 308) as soon as
possible.

Ray Ormsby
Raymond Ormsby from
VISTA will be on campus on May
13, 14, and 17 in the Alumni
Lounge to recruit students for the
VISTA Volunteer Program from
9 :00 to 3:30. A movie will be
shown periodically on May 13 and
14. A display table will be in front
of the Alumni Lounge. All
interested students are urged to
attend Mr. Ormsby's presentation.

Joe Oliva, President
(Continued from Page 5)
current issues pertaining to
them."
"Besides expanding seminar
and course selection I would like
to see extra increased security
measures," he said. "If as much
time, effort, and money went into
the security crisis as went into the
parking problem, we wouldn't
have any rapes on campus."
"As class president I would like
to start some new projects," he
explained, "including charities for
the local level and others
concerning our own class. Within
the structure of this program I
would include the establishment
of a class scholarship."

THE FUTURE
A Liberal Arts History Major,
Joe plans to attend Law School,
upon graduation and then become
a practicing lawyer. He felt that
his Liberal Arts selection would
help him get a "broader, more
realistic education," and that
more importance should be given
to course content then "what
methods of grading are used."
As the new president he stated
that "I feel the Class of 1971 has
more potential than any other
class, and as president I feel that it
is my responsibility to channel the
efforts of my classmates toward
the fulfillment of this potential."
Joe Oliva - The Man for the job.

OS

Chevrolets special savings bonus
now adds more value to cars already giving you the most.
■

Our Man "Doc"
To the Editor:
Considering all the words given
in praise to different people at
Newark State, I feel not nearly
enough is given to a great man. He
is Doctor Joseph Errington, more
affectionately known as "Doc".
There are numerous coaches who
know more of the technical
aspects of their sports and some
coaches might even be able to
produce rather productive
winning seasons from Doc's
teams , but those coaches can't
compare as a man with our Doc.
It is mostly by those who play for
him year in and year out that
truly appreciate the greatest of his
qualities. It doesn't matter if
you're an All-American or a bench
warmer to Doc. It's not your
ability that counts, but rather
your desire and character. He feels
there is something besides winning
and that's learning. The person
that really has learned his message
knows he's not learning just basic
sports fundamentals, but a certain
intrinsic quality that's going to
make you a better person now
and later in life.
If you have even been around
Doc during a season you know he
truly wants to win - probably
more than a lot of his players-but
he'll never seek the victory at the
cost of a player's future. i"m not

I
-

IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Anyone can offer you just about 200-hp Turbo-Fire VB, Powerglide
anything with a fancy paint job, and whitewalls.
special trim, a few gadgets, and 2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with
call it a "sale." But see what your 250-hp Turbo-Fire VB, Powerglide
Chevrolet dealer is coming up with and whitewalls.
3. Any regular Chevrolet with 250during his '6B Savings Explo!
Check these Bonus Savings Plans. hp Turbo-Fire VB, Turbo Hydra1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with Matic and whitewalls.

4. Now, for the first time ever, big
savings on power disc brakes and
power steering when you buy any
Chevrolet or Chevelle VB.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or Chevelle
VB 2- or 4-door hardtop-save on
vinyl top , electric clock, wheel
covers and appearance guard items.
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Weiss Announces Plans For
Urban Institute At N.S.C.
A two-day conference on
urban affairs that drew over 1,000
participants from all over the
country to the campus of Newark
State College , on April 19, 20,
was the first step in establishing
an urban institute at the college ,
Dr. Nathan Weiss, chairman of the
Social Sc ience Department,
announced.
The emphasis of the institute,
which he hopes to launch in
·September 1969, would be on
training people to work in the
cities in such areas as social work,
zoning, planning, human relations,
job analysis , teaching, pollution
and housing.
In keeping with the Model
Cities idea, the approach would be
to treat cities as totalities, he said.
For this reason a board of
directors and faculty would be
drawn from a variety of
disciplines or subject areas.
Al though the Social Science
Department is spearheading the
project, other departments are
expected to become involved.
Study at the institute would

culminate in a bachelor of arts
degree in a specific area, such as
economics or education, he said.
In addition to its primary
function of preparing people for
public service in the cities, the
institute would conduct research
and provide consultant services to
urban groups.
Although the budget has not
yet been determined, Dr. Weiss is
seeking financial support for the
project from the state and from
private foundations. Chancellor of
Higher Education Ralph A.
Dungan and Commissioner of
Community Affairs Paul N.
Ylvisaker are sympathetic to the
idea, he said.
Dr. Weiss said he 1s particularly
interested in the idea of a system
suggested by Chancellor Dungan

in his luncheon address at the
conference Saturday, whereby
men and women studying for
careers in urban areas would
spend one-third of their
educational experience working in
the ghettos. He also expressed
agreement with Mr. Dungan's
charge that so far colleges have
failed to meet the need of black
students.
Discussing the talk of Dr.
YI vi saker, who delivered the
keynote address, Dr. Weiss
pointed to the commissioner's
statement that "time is running
out" in the cities and that the
only factor which prevents greater
explosion than that felt so far
from the riots is the "balance of
terror" between whites and
blacks.
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Karen Walz Named "Miss Irvington"
Miss Karen Walz, a junior at
Newark State College, was named
"Miss Irvington" in a pageant
sponsored by the Irvington
Jaycees, on Saturday, May 4. Miss
Walz competed against ten other
contestants in the talent, bathing
suit, evening gown, and interview
divisions of this contest, which is i
an official preliminary
competition of the "Miss
America" pageant.
The twenty year old Irvington
resident performed a ballet-jazz
combination to " Red Roses for a '
Blue Lady." During her dance she
wore a silver and white ballet '
costume. Miss Walz' evening gown
was of shell-pink chiffon.
Miss Walz , a General
Elementary Education major, is a
Karen Walz
sister of Nu Theta Chi sorority.
She is also a member of the
Yearbook Editorial Board and a
As "Miss Irvington," Miss Walz
representative to the will compete in the "Miss New
Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council Jersey" Pageant in Cherry Hill in
at Newark State.
July.

Columbia Univ.: A Day In The Life
(Continued from Page

2)

to an equal level as that of the
students."
A NYU co-ed was sitting on
the roof of a beaten up
NOTICE
Lecture and demonstration on convertable, "I'm here to show
reading machines an d programed student solidarity and support of
reading materials will be given by the strike," she said, "There
The Reading Division and should be student military, if not
Educational Development later, now."
Laboratories. All faculty and
As the crowd forme d into a
students invited to attend:
parade headed for a sit-in on
Day: Wednesday, May 15, 1968
Broadway, a delegation from
Time: 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m.
Queens College took the lead. One
Place: College Center
representative said 'Tm here to
A lecture will be given from increase measures of student
12 :00 to 1:00 p.m. in the Little solidarity." Another, a senior
Theatre. It will be repeated again math major, explained, ''I'm here
from 5 :30 to 6 :30 p.m. Machines because I feel Kirk and the Board
and equipment for teaching of Trustees did an injustice to the
reading will be on display in Sloan student's demands-Kirk unjustly
Lounge from I :00 to 8 :00 p.m.
made himself the middle man- the

Time

17
19

2:00-5:00 P.M.

28

1 :00 P.M.

3:00-6:00 P.M.

28
4:00 P.M.
(bring caps and gowns).

Free Display and Demonstration of New 1968
Home Products For Your Future

Monday, May 13--7:30 pm

Y.M.-Y.W.H.A., Gr~en Lane
1

International Hostess of New Jersey

May

21
21,22

Free Gifts and Refreshments!
Dancing For AValuable Prize!
Chance To Win A1968 Javelin!

J.

for being a strike-breaker. He's
just no good."'
Deeply upset over the issue he
then turned and questioned
me-"Do you know what we
found inside his desk?" "No," I
admitted. "Then I'll tell you," he
said, "a box of prophylactics and
a manuscript for a book on
Sadism-That's What!" I began to
tell him about the human lamp
shades but he laughed back, "Do
you expect me to believe
something like THAT?"

*

*

*

As the marchers spread on
Broadway for a two block
peaceful sit-in demonstration, a
spokesman from the Queens
College Spring Action Committee
told me, "I think the building of
the gym is a direct intrusion of
the University into the rights of
the Black Community to
constitute its own decisions. And

Senior Dates

ATTENTION
-SENIOR GIRLS

Union, N.

students should be granted
amnesty."
As I continued mixing in the
march I met an interesting young
man who confided to me that by
next fall he would become "the
most radical student leader on
campus."
"First I want to get rid of Kirk
and Truman, he explained, "Right
now the tragedy is that for eight
days the kids were eating sub-par
foods-they REALLY believe in
what they're doing."
"These old conservatives are a
really serious issue," he
continued, "The students are
tired-they want to go back to
school-they resent the fact the
administration won't cooperate."
"Kirk, you see, got his job by
busting a telephone strike. Before
then he was just one of sixteen
unknown vice-presidents- the
reason he got the presidency was

Activity
Senior Cruise
Casino Day, College
Center
Honors Assembly
Distribution of
Invitations, Office
of Dean of Students
Distribution of caps,
gowns, hoods - Dance
gym
Rehearsal for
Baccalaureate
Services, Gym,

·P aterson. Downs N.S. C.
(Continued from Page 8)
A determined Squire squad
threatened to bounce back in the
8th. With one out, Bill Galayda
reached first base on an error by
the shortstop. Paul Dotto was hit
by a pitch and Ken Johnson flied
to center. The bags were full after
an attempted fielder's choice
failed. Tom Hanlon fouled out to
the catcher to end the innirlg.
The ninth inning saw the
winners score two more runs as
the big blow came from Burt
Butts who tripled to drive in Art
Kinnaugh. Paul Bruno followed
with a single and Butts crossed the

plate with Paterson's final run of
the day.
Ed Popow pitched the seventh
inning and received credit for the
win, while Rick Ramsey absorbed
the defeat. The Squires outhit
their opponent 8-7, while each
team committed three errors.
Paterson lifted their record to 7
wins-4 losses for the season and
4-1 for the conference. Newark
State holds a 4-8 mark.
Paterson State
001 300 032
Newark State
000 006 000
R

H

E

9
6

7
8

3

3

there
other political
reasons-such as the immoral IDA
contract."
Another shaky Barnard Co-Ed
(freshman) explained: 'Tm an
example of moderation. I didn't
really oppose the action, but I was
upset by the police force. I'm still
cloudy over the gym and doubtful
about IDA," she continued, "but
we MUST end this brutality.
"I think the difficult thing to
understand," she continued, "Is
exact! y what's happening-so
many people are getting involved.
Most of the girls at Barnard were
scared the university might be
destroyed and last night was just
horrible."
A first year Union Theological
Seminary student had an idea - he
would wear a white collar in hope
of escaping violence. As he related
his story to me: "I've been here
since Friday- and I think the
atmosphere is just getting worse.
When I saw the potential for
violence I wore a collar, and
everything was fine until last
night-the cops didn't care who
they hit."
A Columbia freshman also
spoke of the violence: "I'm in
support of the strike as a protest
of police brutality. A lot of
people also woke up as a result of
last night." Another sit-in student
shared a different view; "I'm here
for one purpose," he explained,
"The whole concept of university
community-it should be one
composed of the students and
faculty. The administration
should serve only as a servant, not
a political power."

*

*

*

By now the skies had turned
cloudy, rain was beginning to fall
and anyway it was almost 6
o'clock and the rush four hours I
had spent k,ft me tired and
fiungry. Inconspicuosly weaving
through the demonstration, I
finally found myself confronting
another policeman, asked him a
simple question and for the first
time all day got a satisfying
answer.
"That way," he pointed across
to 116th street, "is the subway." I
got there and hurried down the
stairs, not wanting to miss the
next bus back to college.
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Squires Fall To Paterson, But Top
Jersey City For 1st Cont. Win
Paterson Over NSC 9-6 NSC Over Jersey City
With a powerful 10-hit attack and the strong
N.S.C.'s baseball team came close to winning its
first conference game of the season last week, but relief pitching of Bill Burke, Newark State College
fell to a late Paterson State rally in the last two thumped Jersey City State 5-3 last Thursday for
innings for a heartbreaking 9-6 loss on our home their first conference win.
field.
The Squires scored all their runs in the first four
The visitors jumped out in front on a 1-0 lead in
innings
of the game, which was played at Veteran's
the third inning. After Al Ramsey had retired the
Memorial
Field in Bayonne. With onyout in the
first seven batters in order, Vinnie Caruso smacked a
ground-rule double deep to left field. Caruso stole opening stanza, Newark elected two runs on Lou
3rd and scored on a grounder that got by first Ferrante's towering drive into the center field stands
for a round tripper after lead-off man Tom Hanlon
baseman Tom Murawski.
beat
out a bunt for a base hit.
Paterson State gathered three more runs in the
following inning. Art Kinnaugh beat out an infield
The 2nd inning saw the visitors push across their
hit. Dennis Dework walked and pitcher Burt Butts third run when Tom Murawski started the inning
bunted safely, loading the bases. A sacrifice fly gave with a single to right center field . Bill Galayda
the visitors their first run of the inning. After both stepped up to the plate with one out and laid down
base runners advanced on a passed ball, Caruso a nice sacrifice bunt; Murawski advanced to 22nd.
cracked a grounder to third baseman Lou Stanzione, Dan Bradley then poked a single to center, driving
whose wild throw gave Paterson two unearned runs in the big Squire first baseman . Bradley was injured
and a 4-0 lead.
on the play when he was thrown out attempting to
For the first five innings, the Squires couldn't advance to 2nd.
push a run across the plate despite their
bases-loaded threat in the second inning. Coach
Newark State scored once again in the following
"Doc" Errington made a pitching change in the 6th frame as Tom Hanlon walked and moved down to
after Al Ramsey walked the first batter. Al's brother second base on a sacrafice bunt by Bob Leblein.
Rick came on in relief to set down the sides in After Lou Ferrante had grounded out, Al Ramsey
order. Newark State came to life in the bottom half singled to bring around Hanlon for the winner's 4th
of the inning and exploded for six big runs. Kenny run.
Johnson beat out a perfect bunt down the third
base line. Bob Palestri then smacked a double to
Tom Murawski collected his second hit of the
deep left. Rick Ramsey went down on strikes while game in the 4th inning with a single to right field.
Lou Ferrante walked to load the bases. Jirn The Squires, using the sacrifice bunt effectively,
Catalano followed with another walk, forcing in the pulled it off for the third time when Jim Catalano
Squires' first run. Billy Galayda, pinch-hitting for laid down the dribbler that sent Murawski to 2nd.
Lou Stanzione , bounced one to third where the After Galayda fouled out to the third baseman who,
throw to the plate was dropped by the catcher, by the way, made a grand-stand catch on the fence
scoring Palestri. After Ken May flied to center, Tom for the put out, Billy Burke came through with a
Hanlon blooped a single over the shortstop's head, single to the left center and a RBI to conclude the
driving in two more runs. Newark State continued Squire scoring.
to pound out the hits as Bob Leblein drove a double
to right field, scoring Galayda and Hanlon, thus
Jersey City managed to score two unearned runs
giving them a 6-4 lead.
in the bottom of the 1st, via 2 hits and 2 errors. The
Paterson struck for three runs in the eighth. Gothics also scored in the ninth inning when, with
Pinch-hitter Gene Niedzwicki popped a sacrifice fly one out, Bill Burke issued two successive walks. A
to center field with the bases loaded scoring one fielder's choice to third base left two men on with
run. Sal Puzzo then singled, driving in one run, and two out. Pitcher Irv Kobren then singled, driving in
when Jirn Catalano fired to second base in an the home team's third run. Al Ramsey came in to
attempt to nail Puzzo, Caruso took advantage of pitch to one man, retiring him on a full count to
disputed call and scored the visitor's seventh run.
end the threat.
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 5)

Trenton Downs Squires 6-2
In Monday's H<_>me Game
Trenton State's four runs in
the first inning was all it needed as
the visitors went on to beat the
Squires 6-2 last Monday.
Surprisingly enough, Trenton
scored these four runs with two
out. John Katrosh singled to
center-field and Neil Bencivengo
followed with a sharp hit through
the third base hold. Nick Kessler
then dealt the big blow with a
triple down the right field line ,
driving in two runs. After Pete
Hawkins walked, Craig Lanning
smashe d a triple to deep
right-center, bringing the two base
runners around on the hit.
Newark State scored a run in
the bottom of the first when Tom
Hanlon doubled to center-field.
Bob Leblein laid down a sacrifice
bunt, but the late fielder's choice
left both runners safe. Lou
Ferrante followed with a single up
the middle, scoring Hanlon.·

In the 5th inning, Bill Galayda
drew a base on balls, Hanlon
grounded to 3rd, and Murawski
bounced to 2nd while advancing

Squire shortstop. The latter
scored on a throwing error by the
catcher in an attempted pick-off
play at third base.

SQUIRE STATISTICS

-

Newark State
Hanlon 2B
Leblein CF- LF
Gutkowski LF
Ferrante RF
Johnson RF
A. Ramsey 3B- P
Palestri P-CF
Murawski 1B
Catalano C
Galayda SS
Badley LF
Burke P
Stanzione 3B
Totals
Newark State
J.C. State

AB

3
3
1
3
1
4
4
4
3
3
1
3
0
33

RH
2 1
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 2
0 0
2 2
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
5 10

211 100 000
200 000 001

Jersey City State
Terranova 1B
Roes 2B
Anthony SS
Servano RF
Radigan C
Cacavella LF
Calderone CF
Tonzola 3B
Rydwin P
Kobren P
Totals

R
5
3

H
10
6

AB

4
5
3
3
4
3
2
3
2
2
31

E
3
1

RH
1 0
0 1
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
3 6
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The Bench
by Randy McCarthy
Those of you who have come up to the ball games this year
to support the Squires probably have noticed a slight
improvement in the baseball diamond - the infield grass.
On the whole, the field is still in the same old horrible
condition it was in last year. An infield has to be in sad shape
when it is as hard as a rock and is loaded with bumps. And what
do you call an outfield that consists of nothing buy clumpy grass?
I guess you can really label your field a "gem" when you have to
use wooden sticks for the foul poles that you would normally
find on any other baseball field.
The sad part about the whole thing is that it looks like
nothing is going to be done about this situation . I, along with
others, would certainly like to see a big improvement in our
baseball field, not only for its attractiveness, but most important
of all , for the safety of the ball players.
What is holding up progress? Students either seem to forget
or are unaware that there is a little "gap" that arises every now
and then as it has done in the past, and the sooner this gap is
filled, the better off we will be as far as athletics is concerned.

*

*

*

SQUIRE FACTS: Our big 6th inning against Paterson State was
most runs scored in a single frame this season. NSC tallied six
times in the inning that saw ten men step up to the plate .... By
the way, in the Jersey City State game, in every inning that we
scored, our lead-off batter reached first-base safely .... If we
mention our victory over the Gothics, we have to mention the
name of relief pitcher Bill Burke. The Squire ace exhibited his
talents in pitching both righty and lefty in the 7th inning to set
down the sides in order. He not only illustrated his ambidexterity
in pitching, but in batting as well!

*

*

•

Our tennis team picked up a 9-0 forfeit victory over
Rutgers of South Jersey last Saturday. It was the second win for
Newark State so far, while the Rutgers team has lost all nine of
their matches. The Squires must face two tough opponents in
Trenton State and NCE before concluding their season.
*
*
*
The amazing Squires golfers have done it again! They have
won their second match of the season in the same manner that
they have won their first - by default. This one came against
Rutgers South Jersey. (Who said that Rutgers S.J. is dropping
their athletic program???) ON THE GREEN : Newark State turns
to their first golf tournament of the year tomorrow afternoon in
Poughkeepsie. Good Luck Men!

*

*

*

It's always nice to hear students yell about the poor
intramural program at Newark State , yet when the opportunity
arrives, they fail to take advantage of it. This is exactly what
happened with the volleyball program. If it wasn't for the
fraternities on campus, the whole thing would have fell through.
At this time, I would like to thank all the participating fraternities
along with Mr. Williamson for keeping the program alive, and
maybe next year the incoming freshman class will show the
interest that this year's student body lacked so that the program
may be expanded to all.
*
*
*
Don't look now, but fraternity softball begins this week.
Coverage of the games should appear in next week's edition.

Chi, Tau Win Volleyball
Sigma Theta Chi took first
place in the A league, while Sigma
Beta Tau became the champions
of the B league in a wildly
exciting fraternity volleyball
tournament held last Monday
night in the college gym.
Chi soundly defeated Tau and
Pi to coast to the number one
spot in the A league, while Tau
finished 2nd by defeating Nu
Delta Pi in two straight games,
15-11 and 15-3.

In B league competition, Tau
slipped past Pi teams 2 and 3
be ore facing Chi in the
championship match. Tau
thrashed their opponent in the
first game of the best 2-out-of-3
series, 15-4, while Chi took
command of the 2nd game, 15-7.
Tau held leads of 8-0 and 13-5 in
the finale before Chi came on
strong to close the gap to three,
14-11. The former then collected
its hard-earned point shortly
thereafter for the league laurels.

